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Abstract—Actual developments in power grid research, analy-
sis and operation are dominated clearly by the strong convergence
of electrical engineering with information technology. Hence,
new control abilities in power grids come up that revolutionize
traditional optimization issues, requiring novel solution methods.
At the same time, heuristic algorithms have emerged to be highly
capable of handling those new optimization problems. In this
work, a simulation-based optimization approach is proposed that
enables investigation with metaheuristic algorithms for domain
experts, where especially the power engineering point of view
gets highlighted. HeuristicLab is demonstrated as a framework
for optimization, which facilitates usage and development of
optimization algorithms in a way that is attractive not only to
computer scientists. From a software point of view, architectural
aspects are treated that enable the decoupling of optimization
algorithms and problems, which is a basic fundament of the
framework. Further, interprocess-communication is discussed
that enables the interaction of optimization algorithms and
simulation problems, and a practical show case demonstrates the
framework’s application to real world power grid optimization
issues.

Index Terms—Simulation Optimization, Optimization Frame-
work, Metaheuristics, Power System Optimization

I. INTRODUCTION

RESEARCH in the field of electric power engineering
has been dominated by the smart grid vision in recent

years. Here it is seen as a necessity to combine computer
science and electric power engineering and to collaborate in
this new interdisciplinary research field for realizing novel
control systems. On this fruitful research ground the topic of
optimization has emerged as a central field of investigation for
different applications. Therefore, the aim of this paper is to
show the conjunction of metaheuristic optimization with state
of the art simulation tools in order to get a highly applicable
framework that enables electric power engineers to anticipate
and investigate future smart grid optimization problems. From
an architectural point of view, the optimization is conducted
with HeuristicLab1 which is a generic and extensible envi-
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ronment for heuristic optimization. It decouples the imple-
mentation of metaheuristics and optimization problems which
facilitates the collaboration between the algorithm engineer
and the problem engineer and is therefore well suited for this
kind of interdisciplinary studies. Especially those parts of the
software are highlighted that support these kinds of studies
and facilitate the communication with simulation software. On
top of these software related aspects, the paper continues to
demonstrate the application of simulation-based optimization
to electric power grid engineering. Interesting problems that
have emerged concern the study of probabilistic power flows.
These are seen as one of the major optimization problems
for future smart power grid engineering, being tackled within
this work. The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 introduces basics as well as actual developments
in power system optimization and states its necessity for
actual and future power grid operation and planning. After
introducing simulation-based optimization as a suitable frame-
work for optimization in power grids in chapter 3, chapter 4
continues with a deeper insight into HeuristicLab’s software
architecture, concepts and philosophies. In chapter 5, a real-
world optimization problem will be illustrated. It will be stated
how this framework is applied to solve such problems also
presenting experimental results. Finally, chapter 6 rounds up
the paper with some concluding remarks. Additional material,
such as the experiment files, relevant links as well as algorithm
descriptions are made available in the additional material
section on the HeuristicLab website [1].

II. ELECTRIC POWER GRID OPERATION AND
OPTIMIZATION

Optimization plays an essential role in power grid operation
and planning, offering a wide range of different applications.
Starting in the early 1970s, the economic dispatch has been
stated as the basic optimization problem in power system
engineering. Solutions to this problem seek to find an op-
timal configuration of supply units in a system in order
to meet economic satisfaction of power demand [2]. The
optimal power flow (OPF) extends this formulation with power
grid constraints [2], [3]. Various formulations exist while
manifold investigations have been performed using different
objective functions such as the minimization of fuel costs,
active power losses, or environmental impacts [3]. Based on
these formulations, further optimization applications have been
identified within the last decades like infrastructure planning,
maintenance scheduling, or unit commitment issues [3].
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When talking about actual developments within this research
field, mainly two areas can be identified. On the one hand
the smart grid vision pushes the development and deployment
of novel optimization applications. On the other hand, the
continued technological advancement and also the standard-
ization of metaheuristic algorithms facilitates their application
in problems of real-world relevant dimension. Both areas profit
from the steady growth of available computational resources
as well as parallelization abilities that primarily enable to
conduct such computationally intensive studies. Regarding the
progress to novel applications, various trends can be identified:
Werbos [4] and Venayagamoorthy [5] provide a sophisticated
overview of computational intelligence issues to modern power
grids respectively smart grids, which are mainly dominated
by optimization aspects. Here, new decentral infrastructure
abilities offer a highly challenging research ground such as
distributed storages, decentral and partly non-dispatchable
generation, integration of plug-in electric vehicles, as well
as combinations of them, which offer innovative control and
planning abilities. While uncertainty-related characteristics
arise within these new fields, probabilistic methods need to be
developed for example to find optimal incorporation policies of
electric vehicles with fluctuating renewables like wind power
plants [6], [7], [8]. Referring to these new considerations on
renewables and electric mobility, optimal power grid operation
for efficient use of existing infrastructure and planning of the
required infrastructure for future power grid appliances are
challenging issues that have emerged over the past years.
From a methodical point of view, especially heuristic algo-
rithms have proven to be capable of solving such upcoming
new optimization problems. While basic OPF problems have
been tackled with extended aspects like multiobjectivity, actual
smart grid issues have been handled as well with various meth-
ods such as population-based metaheuristic search strategies
[6], [9], [10].
In summary optimization already plays an important role in
power grid operation and planning and its significance tends
to increase steadily. This trend needs to be supported in order
to further the convergence between information technology
aspects of optimization and power grid engineering.

III. SIMULATION OPTIMIZATION FOR POWER GRIDS

When optimizing a system, in general an appropriate rep-
resentation of this system is needed. While modeling and
simulation are basic techniques in planning and operation
of power grids all over the world, an obvious step would
be to combine existing simulation models with optimization
methods. The central idea in simulation-based optimization
(synonym: simulation optimization) is to apply an optimization
procedure that only relies on the quality evaluation of given
solutions, where this evaluation is performed with simulation.
Here, metaheuristic algorithms have already shown to be
suitable optimization algorithms [11], since they offer generic
problem-independent functionality, even if their specific con-
figuration has to be tuned according to the concretely applied
problem instance. Simulation optimization has been success-
fully utilized to complex and probabilistic real-world systems,

like logistics or manufacturing [12], and shall be ported to
optimization in power grid engineering.
The essential functionality has already been shown in [13] for
the general purpose of power flow optimization and in [14],
[15] for optimizing control related charging strategies of a
simulated car fleet. General advantages of using metaheuristics
have already been identified in the power engineering society
[3], such as multiobjective optimization, parallelization or
robustness against badly-formed objective functions (discon-
tinuities, nonlinearities). Further advantages arise with sim-
ulation optimization: Information accumulated in simulation
models can be used directly, avoiding the need of additional
mathematical system representations. Additionally, domain
experts are enabled to define novel optimization problems by
simply modeling them in the simulation tool. The applicability
of this approach thereby directly depends on the usability of
both simulation as well as optimization software respectively.
In this regard, HeuristicLab shall be mentioned as it eases
the use and development of optimization algorithms in a
way that is attractive not only to computer scientists. Still,
it contains specific features and abilities that facilitate testing
and application of optimization algorithms.

A. Software Solutions to Unify Simulation and Optimization

From the point of view of an optimization environment,
a solution is desired which is not specific to a certain
simulation tool. Simulation models can generally be created
with a number of different tools, languages, and libraries,
each having certain features to provide a convenient
description for domain specific scenarios. The number of
available tools ranges from specialized or general purpose
programming languages over simulation frameworks to
spreadsheet applications and rich user interface driven
modeling environments.

For domain experts in energy engineering in general but
for practitioners in power grid operation in detail, using
modeling and simulation frameworks is an attractive way to
model and evaluate the effects of planning and operation
decisions. These frameworks support relevant functionalities
through application programming interfaces (API) or even
through rich graphical user interfaces (GUI). Generally, too
many tools exist in the field of power grid engineering to be
mentioned here, but an appropriate overview can be found in
[16]. At this point, Matlab seems to be the most established
framework when talking about simulation. Even if it is a
quite general framework applied in different technical and
scientific fields, popular Matlab-based simulation tools for
power grid engineering have come up in recent years such as
SimPowerSystems2, Power System Analysis Toolbox3 (PSAT)
or MATPOWER4.
The harmonization of simulation and optimization as one of
the probably most successful interfaces between operations
research and computer science has been one of the hot spots in

2http://www.mathworks.de/products/simpower/, 30.07.2013
3http://www.uclm.edu/area/gsee/Web/Federico/psat.htm, 30.07.2013
4http://www.pserc.cornell.edu/matpower/, 30.07.2013
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the optimization field since the mid 1990s. For realizing sim-
ulation optimization, supporting modeling and optimization
within the same software solution would probably be perceived
to be the most intuitive way. Matlab for example provides nu-
merous toolboxes for optimization which offer heuristic search
algorithms and thus being suitable for simulation optimization,
like the Global Optimization Toolbox5 (GOT) or GEATbx6. For
comparison reasons, the later described experiments would
not be possible to be realized with either solutions (even if
they are the most popular ones for metaheuristic optimization
in Matlab). Main reasons are too restrictive formulations
of implemented algorithms or less powerful experimentation
abilities.
Also, integrated software solutions already exist that enable
simulation optimization functionalities directly as discussed
in [11] for many tools. As another popular approach, JMod-
elica.org7 supports various kinds of mathematical modeling
functionalities coupled to Optimica for dynamic optimization
and parameter estimation for mainly control applications.
However, mentioned solutions are mostly restricted to concrete
optimization domains (such as special LP/NLP formulations),
curtailing the full power of metaheuristic algorithms. A richer
approach is to provide a generic optimization tool that can be
coupled with any simulation software. OptQuest8 is a popular
example therefore, that is offered as plug-in like tool, but
still is restricted to a given set of simulation environments.
It would be more appropriate to realize simulation-based
optimization by connecting arbitrary simulation tools to a
sophisticated framework for metaheuristic optimization with
both generic as well as performant interprocess communica-
tion abilities, making full use of both frameworks’ abilities.
This can be realized using HeuristicLab, which is an open
source framework whose architecture is designed especially
for plug-in based extension and therefore offers a suitable
solution for generic simulation-optimization interoperability.
For completeness reasons GenOpt9 shall be mentioned as it is a
software with similar intentions. GenOpt offers a file-exchange
based communication with simulation software. Therefore it
requires to start the simulation through a program call after it
wrote the parameters. A more dynamic communication scheme
would bring advantages both considering performance as well
as implementation aspects. Furthermore, concerning design of
experiments, results analysis as well as extension abilities,
HeuristicLab offers sophisticated functionalities making it a
well-suited framework for the herein considerations.

IV. HEURISTICLAB 3.3 FOR SIMULATION-BASED POWER
GRID OPTIMIZATION

Optimization methods, especially metaheuristics, are often
developed by researchers that are not experts in the application
domain of a simulation model. Such algorithms are often im-
plemented in a certain general purpose programming language,

5http://www.mathworks.com/products/gads/, 30.07.2013
6http://www.geatbx.com/, 30.07.2013
7http://www.jmodelica.org/, 30.07.2013
8http://www.opttek.com/OptQuest/, 30.07.2013
9http://simulationresearch.lbl.gov/GO/, 30.07.2013

Fig. 1. An important concept in HeuristicLab as well as other frameworks
is the separation of algorithms, encodings and problems. This is beneficial,
because many metaheuristic algorithms like a genetic algorithm, although
designed to evolve bit strings, can be applied to evolve solutions in many
representations.

sometimes even in just a single code file. However optimiza-
tion frameworks, that provide a lot of the basic functionality
and which are created to software engineering standards, have
become increasingly popular [17]. Nevertheless, frameworks
need to go beyond offering an API in order to provide
easier and more intuitive interaction with new users. For this
reason HeuristicLab provides a GUI driven environment for
performing optimization experiments, much like AnyLogic,
Arena, Matlab, etc. provide a graphical environment to conduct
simulation experiments. Algorithms and problems can be
modeled, experiments can be conducted and analyzed during
runtime in the GUI as well as in code using the framework
API. A compiler is only necessary for adding new features.
Problems in HeuristicLab are typically implemented as a plug-
in, but in the case of simulation models, problems are often
described in form of an external application. The use of
HeuristicLab 3.3 is particularly interesting for research as it
is actively developed since 2010 and available for free under
the GNU General Public License (GPL) v3.0.

There are many concepts that have shaped the design of
HeuristicLab and which benefit the application of simulation-
based optimization, among them

• a plug-in architecture to facilitate the extension of func-
tionality and to provide a discovery service for types and
objects [18].

• an algorithm model for describing every algorithm as a
sequence of small operations [19].

• the separation of algorithm, solution encoding and prob-
lem to increase reusability, which is a basic fundament
for simulation-based optimization [20].

Plug-ins contain the features in HeuristicLab and can either
directly depend on another plug-in or indirectly discover
features through a service locator. Through managing the
dependencies between the plug-ins a developer can ensure
to maintain a clear separation between algorithm, solution
encoding and problem, see Fig. 1. This separation helps to
design reusable features in the framework and is also easier to
maintain as code duplication can be avoided and classes can be
designed according to the single responsibility principle [21].
The responsibilities are distributed as follows

• The encoding provides the data structure for the solution,
as well as operators for manipulating it. Each operator is
responsible only for a certain kind of manipulation that
allows to find better and better solutions.
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• The problem provides evaluators and analyzers that ex-
tract features of the solution such as the quality.

• The algorithm uses the operators to manipulate the so-
lution and the evaluators and analyzers to calculate the
fitness and analyze the solutions. The algorithm is an
implementation of a metaheuristic concept such as an
evolutionary algorithm.

The concept of using operators to perform smaller opera-
tions is widely used in HeuristicLab. Much like statements
in a programming language they can be combined to form
an algorithm, although many operators are higher abstractions
and do more work than a statement. Many of these operators
can be combined to form a template of an optimization
algorithm which is then parameterized by operators that can
be exchanged (i.e. crossover, selection, etc.).

Benefits for Simulation-Based Optimization

The separation into algorithms, encoding and problem in
HeuristicLab allows to create combined encodings that consist
e.g. of any number of integer vectors, real vectors, per-
mutations and even expression trees. Available manipulation
operations in those encodings such as e.g. crossover can be
reused. Specialized encodings that cannot be constructed as a
composition of basic encodings can be implemented in new
plug-ins and can be added without recompiling the whole
environment. The segregation of algorithms into small opera-
tors adds flexibility to the configuration of algorithms. In the
HeuristicLab 3.3 algorithm model there is one global memory
that stores the state of all operators and that contains all
variables. At any stage an operator can access these variables
and e.g. hand them to a different process such as a running
simulation model (which shall be considered more in detail
later on).

Algorithm Model: To facilitate the application of
simulation-based optimization HeuristicLab includes a
sophisticated algorithm model that is split into three core
parts: A data model (parameters, variables, results), an
operator model (crossovers, selectors, branches, etc.), and
an execution model (sequential, parallel, distributed). The
interplay of these models is shown in Figure 2, but the reader
is referred to [19], [20] for a more thorough description. In
this work the focus is on the description of the data model
which supports the exchange of data between HeuristicLab
and simulation models.

In the data model each value is represented as an object
which can be saved, restored and viewed. All data types can
be linked to a name by storing them in a parameter (e.g.
Population Size), variable (e.g. Current Generation), or result
(e.g. Quality Progress). In a typical heuristic optimization
algorithm a lot of different data values and therefore different
parameters and variables are used, and different results are
created.

The memory of any algorithm is explicitly given in form
of scopes which are hierarchically organized containers of
variables. The variable can hold the encoded representation
of a solution, the fitness value, or state information of the
algorithm and the scopes group them and create a context for

Fig. 2. The HeuristicLab 3.3 algorithm model depicts the interrelationship
between various concepts. The engine is responsible for the execution of
operators (e.g. in parallel) and hosts scopes which represent the state and
memory of an algorithm. Scopes are organized such that they contain several
variables which in turn contains the actual data. Scopes may also contain
further scopes to allow for a hierarchic organization of the memory (Fig. 3).
Operators represent specific code blocks and may be linked together to form
an algorithm (Fig. 4). They contain parameters through which they map to
variables and access and modify the data.

Fig. 3. HeuristicLab 3.3 example of scope structure and use: hierarchy of
a population scope and scope(s) of individuals within a population. Hierar-
chical scopes fundamentally support the modeling of manifold metaheuristic
methods within HeuristicLab.

these variables. The hierarchical organization of scopes es-
pecially supports the design of many metaheuristics very well
and allows to describe concepts such as populations, solutions,
neighborhoods, meta-, and sub-populations or islands as is
shown in Fig. 3. It also allows to easily parallelize operations
that are executed on e.g. each member of a population. For
example, the operator called SubScopesProcessor will restrict
to apply subsequent operations on a certain branch of the
scope tree. The combination of the data model and the operator
model is a strong point which enables the visual programming
of algorithms. Operators are linked in form of an operator
graph which is a description of an algorithm template. These
graphs can be modified in the GUI to design new algorithms
or extensions of existing ones. The currently available operator
library is rich enough to support the design of several standard
metaheuristics such as genetic algorithms, evolution strategies,
local search, tabu search, see Figure 4 for an example. It
is however not restricted to standard algorithms, users can
create hybrids by combining the operators of these algorithms.
Smaller modifications and extensions can be quickly pro-
totyped by adding so called ProgrammableOperators where
users can write and execute code in the GUI.
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Fig. 4. This graph models a local search in HeuristicLab. Execution starts
at the VariableCreator and continues along the arrows. In each iteration a
number of moves are generated, the moves are evaluated and the best one
is applied if it improves the solution. In this graph only basic operators are
used, for special algorithms special operators can be written, also in the form
of programmable operators, and integrated.

A. Software Interoperability

Interoperability, generally as the collaboration between two
software applications, is a topic arising in simulation-based
optimization. Among the many technologies are component
object model (COM), remote procedure call (RPC) and further
technologies that coexist for several time. The protocol buffers
framework developed by Google shall be mentioned as one
recent technology for RPC. It supports the translation of
messages to objects of a multitude of different programming
languages. Most implementations are optimized to serialize
messages to small sizes and at high speeds.

From the point of view of an optimizer in HeuristicLab
the simulation can be seen as an evaluation function and
the solution representation can be seen as the simulation
model’s parameter. An ExternalEvaluationProblem was de-
fined in HeuristicLab to wrap external problems like those
implemented in simulation tools. This problem houses the
clients that connect to the simulation. By using multiple clients
simultaneously one can make use of parallelized evaluation.
The evaluator defined in that problem looks up the solution
representation, stores it inside a protocol buffer and transmits
them to the simulation. A detailed description of this mecha-
nism is given in [22] and in a howto on the web10.

V. EXPERIMENTAL SHOW CASE - OPTIMAL RENEWABLE
POWER PLANT PLACEMENT

Having discussed the general capabilities of the simulation-
based optimization approach with HeuristicLab, a practical

10http://dev.heuristiclab.com/howtos/, 30.07.2013

show case from electric power grid engineering shall now be
demonstrated. Several power flow control problems such as
optimal electric vehicle charging control have already been
shown in previous publications [14], [15], also stating the
suitability of heuristic simulation optimization for uncertainty-
related decision issues. For the aim of demonstration herein,
an application from power grid planning illustrates the
necessity for simulation optimization. Therefore, the optimal
placement of distributed renewable power plants under
probabilistic influences will be treated - a challenging issue in
smart grid engineering. A full and detailed description of the
experiments concerning model data, algorithm configuration
and used simulation tools would be beyond the scope of
this article, but is available as additional material on the
HeuristicLab website [1].

One of the most popular infrastructure planning problems
in actual developments considers the optimal placement of
renewable sources like wind power and photovoltaic plants
[24], [25], [26]. While these sources have the advantage of
delivering zero-emission electric power, they are critical to
existing grid infrastructures because of their intermittent and
non-deterministic behavior, jeopardizing security constraints
of power grid operation. Because placement of these sources
influences the reachable penetration of renewable supply,
optimization problems need to be formulated for obtaining
optimal placement decisions. A thorough overview on this
problem, possible objectives as well as respective approaches
for solution in literature can be found in [26].
The formulation of this infrastructure planning issue is based
on the well known IEEE 118-bus testcase11. Within this dis-
tribution grid model, 10% of the installed generation capacity
should be substituted by renewable supply from wind power
and photovoltaic plants. These distributed power sources shall
be placed optimally such that efficient as well as secure
power grid operation is guaranteed. We define a combinatorial
optimization problem where at 54 potential generation buses
any combination of four different plants (photovoltaic and
wind power, each in two different sizes) or none may be
placed (i.e. 16 possible states per bus). Thus, the resulting
solution space is of size 1654. As the simulation of a single
solution candidate (= plant locations) takes up to 1 second,
intelligent optimization algorithms are required for obtaining
good placement decisions in reasonable time.

Necessity of Simulation-Based Optimization

The optimal placement of renewable power plants forms
a probabilistic combinatorial problem. Here, a possible
placement of plants has to guarantee validity in manifold
(uncertain) system states that could appear in power grid
operation, which are mainly influenced by non-deterministic
behavior like weather conditions or uncertain demand
situations. The great advantages of using simulation
optimization herein are obvious: On the one hand, the
modeling of the system through simulation enables the full
integration of uncertain and intermittent characteristics of

11http://www.ee.washington.edu/research/pstca/, 30.07.2013
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sources as well as their effects through probabilistic models,
on the other hand the usage of evolutionary optimization is
able to overcome the effects of state space explosion of such
combinatorial problems. Additionally, [26] highlighted the
need of algorithm experimentation and adaptation for this
concrete problem domain, which strengthens the point of this
work in using optimization frameworks such as HeuristicLab.

Since the resulting optimal placement of renewable plants
needs to guarantee valid and secure power grid operation under
uncertainty, the evaluation of a solution candidate is performed
within different simulated system states. For imagination of
the present simulation optimization issue, its architecture is
illustrated in Figure 5.

Fig. 5. Infrastructure optimization architecture: decomposition of optimiza-
tion algorithm (+ encoding) and problem (simulation model). For connecting
both parts, interprocess communication is needed between HeuristicLab and
the simulation environment.

In HeuristicLab we can include external evaluation prob-
lems using component object model (COM) protocol for both
performant as well as flexible interprocess communication.
Thus Matlab automation server is used based on COM, where
a HeuristicLab plugin controls COM objects exported by
Matlab. Within these objects, simulation is performed for
assigning the fitness of the solution candidate.
The simulation problem consists of probabilistic models for
fluctuating renewable supply plants connected to a load flow
computation. Finally a sufficient description of the system’s
operation states is provided that constitutes the fitness of the
solution. For wind power modeling, the corresponding wind
speed values at the plant sites are sampled from a Weibull-
distribution as described in [6]. With the sampled wind speed
values, the resulting power output of the plant results using
its power curve12. Photovoltaic-plants follow a typical daily
generation profile that is randomized in each time step with a
standard deviation of 10%, considering a typical uncertainty
in photovoltaic-generation forecasting. As loadflow-algorithm,
Newton’s method is chosen as implemented in MATPOWER.
The demand within this system follows typical daily profiles
distributed throughout the buses, while the demand value
at each bus is randomized normally distributed within each

12A wind plant’s power curve is a simplistic model that gives the real power
output depending on the wind speed value. Power curves are typically used
for wind power modeling.

simulation run with a standard deviation of 4%.
For illustrating the simulation optimization principle, the
evaluation of a randomly chosen solution candidate (plant
placement) over a simulated day13 is illustrated in Figure 6.

Fig. 6. Simulation-based evaluation of an arbitrary solution candidate along
the simulated time span. A solution candidate needs to be valid under manifold
varying conditions like dynamic demand (dotted line) or uncertain supply
(wind power: grey bars, photovoltaic: black bars), which finally lead to its
performance in means of system losses (white bars) and constraint satisfaction
(dashed bars).

The upper part of the figure shows the simulated variables of
renewable supply (black bars: photovoltaic plants, grey bars:
wind power plants) as well as mean demand (dotted line),
each scaled to its maximum. The lower part indicates the
cumulated system losses with white bars as well as penalties
caused by operational constraint violations (line overloading,
voltage deviation,...) with dashed bars. All values are scaled
again in order to allow a qualitative imagination on the
simulated system behaviour. Obviously a possible placement
decision has to guarantee valid power grid operation through-
out manifold system states, where e.g. in the early time steps
significant constraint violations occur, making this exemplary
placement invalid. Thus, probabilistic simulation is necessary
for estimating a candidate’s performance within later real-
world operation.
The simulation not only allows to fully integrate the systems
uncertainty within the optimization process, it further enables
to gather information on the resulting power flows using
load flow computation integrating renewable supply. Thus, a
complete picture of the power grid’s state is obtained and al-
lows to evaluate a placement’s performance. Here, minimizing
system losses while satisfying power flow security constraints
over a simulated day characterize the optimization problem,
formalized as follows.

Formal Representation
From the constraints side, steady-state security constraints

are defined according to [2] for ensuring bounds for genera-
tors’ real and reactive power output Pmin

Gj
≤ PGj ≤ Pmax

Gj
and

13A multi-stage simulation is created in order to evaluate a placement. Such
considerations that include multiple time-steps for decision making are highly
research relevant, such as for example multi-period optimal power flow studies
[27].
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Qmin
Gj

≤ QGj ≤ Qmax
Gj

, as well as the voltage deviation being
restricted to V min

j ≤ Vj ≤ V max
j over all buses j = 1, ..., J .

Line power flows shall be constrained to Pb ≤ Pmax
b for all

branches b = 1, ..., B for enabling secure distribution grid
operation.
While satisfying defined constraints, the objective is to mini-
mize real power system losses min

∑T
t=1 Lt(p), with t being

a discrete time step during the simulated time span. p in this
case gives the binary vector defining the plant placement,
using 4 bits per generator bus describing the existence of the
4 available plants (photovoltaic and wind power, each two
possible sizes). To avoid infeasible solutions, penalty terms
are added to a candidate’s objective function value. The final
fitness function is defined as:

F (p) =
T∑

t=1

[Lt(p) + w ∗ CVt(p)],

where a solution’s objective function Lt(p) is penalized ac-
cording to the degree of constraint violations CVt(p); w con-
tains each constraint’s individual weight. A candidate solution
is evaluated within 24 discrete time steps over a simulated day,
hence, T = 24.
Handling simulation optimization with HeuristicLab, one only
has to define the solution encoding as well as the fitness func-
tion, both communicated as in Figure 5. As encoding, a binary
vector is chosen defining the existence of a specific plant at
determined buses in the grid model. Numerous operators are
already implemented for handling such encodings.

Experimental Results

The success of the application of metaheuristic algorithms
strongly depends on their configuration. Gaining performant
algorithm configurations is mostly an issue of extensive
experiments, also shown in [26] for a similar problem.
Finding performant algorithms to the defined problem can be
conducted attractively using the herein discussed approach.
Here the simulation-based method with HeuristicLab allows
generic definition of optimization problems, decoupled from
the applied optimization algorithm (see Figure 1). Experiments
with different algorithms can be performed to assess the
influence of various parameters on algorithm performance.
Exemplarily, implementations of genetic algorithms (GA) and
island genetic algorithms (IGA, [28]) will be compared, where
the population size is fixed to 120 individuals (solutions)
and the search terminates after 1000 generations for both
algorithms.
One crucial step in metaheuristic optimization is to choose
appropriate parameters such as crossover as well as
selection operators. All following statements concerning the
performance of certain algorithms were accompanied with
hypothesis tests for ensuring significance of results14. Figure
7 shows empirical evaluation for operator selection, using

14Kruskal Wallis test implemented in Matlab has been used for significance
testing, a significance level (p-value) of 0.05 was used as threshold for
rejecting the null-hypothesis that observed samples’ distributions are equal.

boxplots15 for the description of reached fitness values where
all configurations have been applied both for GA as well as
IGA. In this comparison it is apparent that the choice of the
selection operator highly influences the outcome. Out of the
three considered operators, namely proportional selection,
binary tournament selection, and best selection [29], best
selection was not able to even produce valid results. This
operator causes a very greedy selection strategy, and is less
suitable for the applied problem. Concerning the applied
crossover schemes, single point crossover (SPX) [30] with
one single crossover point seems to be less robust for finding
good solutions compared to 2-point crossover (NPX) as
well as uniform crossover (UX) [30]. Thus, using multiple
crossover-points seems to be advantageous for this problem
compared to SPX, where NPX as well as UX lead to a more
explorative genetic search, which shows to be advantageous
for this problem. However, most attractive results are obtained
when using UX. The resulting fitness describes the cumulated
active power losses in MW over the simulated 24 hours in
the 118-bus test system for a given plant placement (solution
candidate), where penalty terms are added if constraints
are violated. Within this optimization problem, for the
considered solutions the penalty terms are comparatively high
in order to make the solutions guarantee secure power grid
operation. Considering the indicated fitness range, only those
solutions below a function value around 600 tend to be valid,
higher values are mostly resulting because of penalization
by constraint violations. Thus, constraint satisfaction is an
important task herein.
From this point, experiments can be conducted concerning
further parameters, namely choosing the best selection scheme
as well as mutation probability, where UX is fixed being a
performant crossover scheme herein (which has shown to be
significant). Table I summarizes experiments for finding best
settings, where the best as well as median fitness values are
given for each 5 best found solutions. Generally, tournament
selection turns out to produce most robust solutions, where
best obtained fitness values are quite similar for both GA as
well as IGA, and a mutation probability of 5% leads to the
best found solution (however, the difference between 5% and
8% mutation probability is non-significant for these results).
The obtained comparisons show a typical workflow when
working with heuristic optimization methods, where extensive
algorithm experimentation is essential for doing successful
optimization. For example, an implementation that only
allowed single-point crossover (which is unambiguously
the most prominent crossover operator) or a greedy best
selection scheme would not have been able to find such
performant results. Finally, it is worth noting that optimization
experiments can be performed quite straight-forward and with
a high degree of automation. A thorough description of the
applied algorithms as well as their configurations would be
too extensive at this point, but can be obtained online [1].

15The red line gives the median vale, edges of the box represent the 25th
and 75th percentiles, the whiskers extend to the most extreme data points (not
considered outliers), outliers are indicated individually (red plus symbols).
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Fig. 7. Crossover performance under best selection respectively proportional
and tournament selection schemes. SPX: single point crossover, NPX: 2-point
crossover, UX: uniform crossover.

TABLE I
NUMERIC RESULTS ALGORITHM COMPARISON

Algorithm Mutation Selection Best Median

GA 5 % Proportional 464.39 468.07

GA 5 % Tournament 458.15 458.62

GA 8 % Proportional 514.56 524.84

GA 8 % Tournament 458.44 458.70

IGA 5 % Proportional 459.93 461.61

IGA 5 % Tournament 458.31 458.48

IGA 8 % Proportional 462.81 463.42

IGA 8 % Tournament 458.53 458.57

VI. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

In this work it was shown how HeuristicLab provides a
software solution adequately designed to conduct interdisci-
plinary research in simulation-based optimization. A practical
show case from power grid engineering has been introduced
and investigated. Due to the complexity of such problems,
it was motivated to describe these as simulation models and
it has been shown how HeuristicLab provides a solution
to optimize suchlike models. The results indicate that it is
beneficial to have a large optimization toolbox at hand, as
different algorithms are proving to be more or less adequate
to solve different models. HeuristicLab allows, on the one
hand to experiment with such algorithms and enables the
researcher to settle with a well performing algorithm, but on
the other hand provides a graphical designer to create new
optimization algorithms that combine the existing concepts of
other algorithms in new and intuitive ways.
Since simulation optimization enabled by interprocess commu-
nication between two independent software components has

been discussed, runtime performance is an important point.
The overhead in computation time when coupling Heuristi-
cLab with a simulation environment certainly depends on the
underlying transport media. This issue has been extensively
discussed in [23]. Nevertheless, in many applications the over-
head becomes negligible in comparison to the required runtime
of the simulation experiment. Additionally, HeuristicLab 3.3
offers the flexibility to parallelizing evaluation by connecting
to multiple simulation models that run on multiple computers.
An optimizer integrated into the simulation framework would
only be able to use the computational power of one machine.
Thus, integrated optimization tools would appear more appro-
priate for smaller models. For larger and longer running sim-
ulation models however parallelization is crucial to speeding
up the optimization process and the performance drawbacks of
the interconnected software pieces become small. Furthermore,
the availability of a larger number of algorithms together with
a consistent interface facilitates testing the suitability of these
methods for finding good parameters of the given model.
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